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Creating modern software inevitably requires using application programming interfaces (APIs). While software developers can sometimes use APIs by simply copying and pasting code examples, a lack of robust knowledge of how an API works can lead to defects, complicate software maintenance, and limit what someone can express with an API. Prior work has uncovered the many ways that API documentation fails to be helpful, though rarely describes precisely why. We present a theory of robust API knowledge that attempts to explain why, arguing that effective understanding and use of APIs depends on three components of knowledge: 1) the domain concepts the API models along with terminology, 2) the usage patterns of APIs along with rationale, and 3) facts about an API’s execution to support reasoning about its runtime behavior. We derive five hypotheses from this theory and present a study to test them. Our study investigated the effect of having access to these components of knowledge, finding that while learners requested these three components of knowledge when they were not available, whether the knowledge helped the learner use or understand the API depended on the tasks and likely the relevance and quality of the specific information provided. The theory and our evidence in support of its claims have implications for what content API documentation, tutorials, and instruction should contain and the importance of giving the right information at the right time, as well as what information API tools should compute, and even how APIs should be designed. Future work is necessary to both further test and refine the theory, as well as exploit its ideas for better instructional design.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As industry continues to expand, developers have created numerous application programming interfaces (APIs), including libraries, frameworks, web services, and other reusable code. For example, in the popular Node Package Manager (NPM), there are more than a half a million APIs available [1]. Students learn APIs in classes or in coding bootcamps [47]; developers learn and use them to build software in their jobs [3]. These APIs are what allow developers to make
sophisticated software quickly by reusing the work others have done and shared, and developers consider available APIs as the most important factor when choosing a programming language [29].

When developers set out to use and learn APIs, they often find a gap between what they want to do with an API and what resources they can find. For example: official documentation is often incomplete, inadequate, or hard to navigate [13, 36, 38, 42, 49], relevant examples are difficult to find and to adapt [12, 36, 42, 52], crowdsourced documentation like Stack Overflow is often incomplete, incorrect, or misleading [35]. Without a deep knowledge of the API, they are likely to produce defective or brittle code [23, 42].

Though prior work has enumerated many struggles developers face in understanding API documentation, there has been less research on the underlying knowledge that documentation is trying to convey. Moreover, no prior work has defined an overarching theory of how and why this knowledge is necessary to learn an API. In this paper, we propose such a theory, defining a notion of robust API knowledge in the context of a developer in isolation understanding code that uses an API, considering options for using an API, and writing or modifying code that uses an API to achieve a specific behavior (though not even necessarily running the code). We organize this knowledge around three components of knowledge that come together to form robust API knowledge: Domain Concepts, which exist outside of the API along with terminology; Execution Facts, which allow a developer to predict the output and side effects of API calls given the different possible inputs, and API Usage Patterns, which demonstrate how to coordinate the use of API features and show what is possible with an API, along with rationale for their construction; we contrast robust knowledge with brittle API knowledge, where a developer fails to understand the API concepts, facts, and patterns relevant to their goals, resulting in difficulty modifying, fixing, or using APIs successfully.

To provide initial empirical evidence for our theory, we ran a study that tested the role knowledge plays in understanding and task progress. We recruited students, created sets of tasks using four APIs, and controlled which components of core API knowledge students could access. We measured their progress and perceived understanding of code. In the rest of this paper, we describe our theory, study, and results, then discuss their implications on API learning and the design of API instruction.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 What is a theory?

There are many conflicting views on what constitutes a scientific theory and how to evaluate these theories [5, 9, 10, 19, 46]. The criteria that can be used to evaluate a theory include: how well it unifies and organizes facts and other components into a coherent model, what it captures about the meaning and internal logic of a situation, what it captures about causes and effect, what situations it applies to, how well it aids in answering questions in the field, what further questions the theory suggests, how well it fits current findings, whether the theory makes falsifiable hypotheses that can be tested, and whether those hypotheses hold up under experimentation [5, 10, 19, 26]. Which criteria a theory should be evaluated on depends on the particular purpose and use of the theory [5]. For example, falsifiability may be at odds with the purpose and use of some theories [5], but for theories that do produce falsifiable claims, an accumulation of contrary evidence may lead scientist to explore new avenues, potentially modifying the theory, or abandoning it entirely [19].

In developing our theory, we chose to take a cognitivist perspective [8] rather than a sociocultural one. Though this ignores important factors like identity factors, social factors, communication factors, and developmental factors, it does allow us to focus on the content of knowledge about an API and build upon prior work with a similar focus.
For this paper, we focus on the criteria of: unifying prior findings into a coherent model, capturing meaning and internal logic, and producing falsifiable claims. Thus, a successful theory of API knowledge would:

- Unify prior findings on API knowledge into a coherent model.
- Capture the internal logic of how parts of API knowledge relate to each other and the role API knowledge plays in helping a programmer work with code that involves APIs.
- Produces falsifiable claims about API learning that can be further tested.

2.2 API knowledge

Prior work on APIs has investigated the challenges and process of using and learning APIs. Developers seek knowledge from tutorials, documentation, experts, or in-line comments in code [16, 22, 27, 34]. Developers use different strategies in learning APIs (e.g., trying to understand everything before touching code or modifying unknown code to see what it does) [6, 7, 28]. Most developers prefer the strategy of looking at examples [12, 21, 28, 33, 36, 38, 40, 41, 45, 51, 52].

When developers try these strategies, they often find a gap between what they want to do with an API and what resources they can find. There are gaps in formal [13, 36, 38, 42, 49] and informal [35] documentation. When seeking examples, developers can sometimes find examples of how to use an API that they can copy and paste into their code without needing to understand the API [42]. When an example exactly matches their needs, this method can be effective at helping developers leverage an API [4]. However, this method does not always work. If a developer cannot find an example that is exactly what they need, or they cannot determine whether a found example is relevant, or they need to modify their code later, they will need a deeper understanding to successfully adapt it. Without that knowledge, they are likely to produce defective or brittle code [23, 42].

Though previous work has not offered an overarching explanatory theory of API knowledge (at least by our definition in 2.1), there have been many discoveries that pave the way toward a theory. These studies have found that developers need to know:

- What possibilities an API allows a developer to create [28]
- Precisely what behavior they are trying to achieve [21]
- How to set up an environment in which they can use the API [28]
- An overview of the API’s architecture, including its components and structure [28]
- The purpose of code they want to reuse and the rationale for its pieces [2, 22, 36]
- How to search for and recognize relevant information; this involves knowing search terms and concepts [13, 20, 21, 24, 52]
- How the abstractions of an API map to abstractions used in the domain of the API [2, 6, 17, 25]
- How to use API features (e.g., object construction) [2, 12, 21, 30]
- Dependencies and relations between parts of APIs or different APIs [11–13, 20, 21, 30]
- Common or useful usage patterns and best practices [17, 20, 38, 52]
- Understanding the relationship between code and output [21, 22]
- How to find run-time information and debug programs [21]
- Runtime contracts, side effects, return values, and other properties of API behavior [11, 16, 25]

Additionally, researchers focusing on general software engineering have emphasized:

- *Programming plans*, which “represent stereotypic action sequences in programming” such as the use of algorithms or data structures [43]
- *Domain plans*, which are sequences of actions considered at the domain level, separate from the code and low-level algorithms. [50]
3 THEORY OF ROBUST API KNOWLEDGE

Effectively understanding and using an API requires a robust knowledge of the API, which consists of: domain concepts, execution facts, and API usage patterns.

3.1 Three Components of Robust API Knowledge

Building upon prior work, our own experiences learning APIs, observing developers use APIs across many studies, and teaching APIs in classes, we created a theory of robust API knowledge that distills much of evidence into a simple, explanatory theory of what API knowledge is and how it structures API learning. Our theory begins from the premise that using an API, much like any programming, involves imagining requirements for program behavior, and then searching for a program that meets those requirements. This process requires learning three classes of knowledge (Table 1): domain concepts that exist in the world outside the API which the API attempts to model, along with the terminology used by the API; execution facts about the API’s runtime behavior that summarize that behavior into rules about inputs, outputs, and side-effects; and API usage patterns, which are modifiable code patterns, along with rationale for why the pattern works and is organized as it is. We argue that these three components of knowledge, when present, allow a developer to productively find relevant abstractions in an API and correctly leverage the API’s behavior to compose API abstractions into programs that meet their goals. We therefore refer to the set of these three components of knowledge as robust API knowledge.

In the rest of this section, we describe and justify these three components of API knowledge in more detail including their interactions (see Fig. 1), whether the knowledge our theory describes is necessary, sufficient, and how our theory meets criteria for falsifiability, explanation, prediction, and consistency with prior evidence.

3.1.1 Domain Concepts. Domain concepts are abstract ideas that exist outside of an API, which an API attempts to model, and the specific terminology that the API and documentation use to refer to the concept (see Fig. 1). These concepts are any idea modeled in software. For example, this paper is written in \texttt{LaTeX}, which models concepts from the domains of typography and technical writing like fonts, glyphs, tables, and...
Fig. 2. The stages a developer might go through to create a spinning 3D ring floating over an ocean using the ThreeJS API. We propose knowledge needed to perform each step (further explained in section 3.1). In our study, this was one of the four task sets given to participants.

cross-references. These concepts exist in the world, outside of \TeX, and are modeled in \TeX. Our theory argues that someone learning the \TeX APIs needs to understand both the concepts that \TeX models from typography and technical writing, but also how those concepts are referred to within \TeX. For example, to understand what the command \textit{} does, one needs to understand the concept of italics, and that the "it" in \textit{} refers to the concept of italics. APIs might include concepts from multiple domains, so an API might calculate screen layouts (UI design domain) by using constraint solvers (computing domain).

Consider another example, this time from an API called ThreeJS (which we later use in our study), which is used to create 3D animations in web browsers. Figure 2 shows several iterations of a loading screen a developer might want to create, consisting of a reflective 3D ring spinning above an ocean. In this imagined design exploration scenario, a developer must have knowledge of numerous concepts to succeed at each step. For example:

- To move a 3D shape vertically (stage C), a developer needs to understand concepts of 3D axes and the names of these axes in ThreeJS (x, y, and z).
- To make a ring (stage D), a developer needs to know that the ring shape they are seeking is called a Torus. Figure 3 shows how the concept of a torus might be explained.
- To give their shape a purple shine (stage F), a developer needs to know that this is called a specular highlight, how specular highlights behave in 3D scenes with lighting, and how ThreeJS refers to specular highlights.
- To make the shape reflective (stage G), the developer need to know that emissive lighting makes a shape a uniform color unaffected by light (so that later they can make the reflection and the specular highlight the sole determinants of the shape’s color).
- To make their shape spin (stage H), they need to know what rotation axes are, how ThreeJS refers to them, and, in particular, that rotation around the y axis is their goal.

Broadly, our theory argues that domain concepts help developers in a number of specific ways. Concepts help developers consider what may be possible in an API, manipulate API abstractions that align with those conceptual abstractions (as mentioned in prior work [6]), and help a developer understand the purposes of API abstractions and code using the API (see Table 1). Additionally,
knowing the concepts and terminology helps developers find and recognize relevant information about an API, both of which prior work has shown are critical to API learning [12, 13, 20, 24, 28, 52].

One implication of the claims above is that more concepts related to an API a developer understands, the more flexible and expressive they can be in working with it. For example, while our ThreeJS task did not demand the use of concepts from 3D graphics like textures, particles, or skeletons, knowledge of these may increase what a developer can conceive of trying in ThreeJS.

While our theory claims that domain knowledge is essential to robust use of an API, it makes no claims about how well a developer needs to know these concepts. A coarse, but mostly correct notion of fonts may be sufficient for using \LaTeX, but a more nuanced concept of font faces and families may give a developer greater control over the precise typographic rendering of text. A muddled idea of 3D scene lighting might be sufficient for some tasks, but limit a developer’s expressive range with ThreeJS. Each API, and each behavior one might try to implement with an API, is likely to have its own knowledge requirements.

3.1.2 Execution Facts. Execution facts are declarative knowledge in the form of simplified rules about an API’s underlying execution behavior, sufficient for predicting, understanding, and explaining API execution. Each of these facts models some set of concepts in terms of programming constructs such as types, inputs, outputs, and side effects of executing parts of an API (see Fig. 1). These facts can be at different levels of abstraction, from low-level information like the effect of function arguments on function return values, to higher-level information about the APIs internal state and the control and data flow of an API’s global behavior [25]. Execution facts also include how an API might fail to model the domain concepts the API claims to model (i.e. implementation bugs) and how the API’s behavior depends on the execution environment (e.g., ‘this code will not work in Internet Explorer’).

For example, completing our ThreeJS scenario (Figure 2) might require knowing these facts:

- To move an object vertically (stage C), a developer needs to know that the property `object.position.y` changes the object position.
- To create a Torus object (stage D), a developer needs to know that the TorusGeometry constructor creates a Torus which can be rendered when added to a scene.
- To create a smoothed Torus with the target size (stage E), a developer needs to know facts about the effect of the first four parameters of TorusGeometry (Figure 4). In particular, they need to know that the first two (`radius` and `tube`) define sizes and the second two (`radialSegments` and `tubularSegments`) define geometric smoothness.
- To give the object a purple shine (stage F), a developer needs to know the behavior of options for `MeshPhongMaterial`, in particular that `shininess` defines how sharp a specular highlight is and `specular` defines the color of the specular highlight.
- To make an object appear reflective while maintaining the purple specular highlight (stage G), a developer needs to know that `MeshBasicMaterial` does not allow specular highlights and that they must use `MeshPhongMaterial` instead, setting the `emissive` color to white to make it uniformly lit and turning off the main color by setting it to black. They still need to leave the specular and `shininess` values to keep the purple shine.

![Fig. 4. Fact for the TorusGeometry function in Threejs. Note that by default, `tubularSegments` is 6, making the default shape a hexagon. Used in our study.](image-url)
• To animate the object (stage H), the developer needs to know that the property `object.rotation.y` changes an object’s rotation.

• For all steps they need to know that changes will be visible on the next frame rendered.

As can be seen in the list above, these facts that a developer needs to know model concepts (either external concepts or API specific concepts) in particular ways. For example, one way the concept of smoothness is modeled by the API is by approximating smoothness with geometric segments (radialSegments and tubularSegments). Our theory claims that developers need to know how the API specifically models domain concepts as execution facts.

Any non-trivial API may have innumerable facts that one could learn; to implement a particular behavior, however, there might only be a small set of facts needed to be able to accurately reason about and predict program behavior.

The ability to reason about and predict API execution behavior is central to many software engineering activities. It helps developers efficiently test, debug and repair code [21, 38], and interpret error messages or other unexpected behavior. Additionally, being able to predict API behavior helps developers judge between options when modifying code or writing new code.

3.1.3 API Usage Patterns. API usage patterns are some form of a code pattern (e.g., code examples, ordered lists of API calls) that conveys how parts of it may be modified. Given how often multiple APIs are used together, these patterns might include the use of multiple APIs in coordination. We additionally consider API usage patterns to include rationale (whether explicit or implicit) for pattern’s construction in terms of both the concepts that the code is organized around (e.g., the code may implement a specific algorithm, heuristic, trick, or convention known in the domain) as well as how the execution facts of the API work together (or must be worked around) to produce the desired result (see Fig. 1).

For example, consider the JavaScript Canvas APIs, which renders 2D graphics in an element of a web page. One common task is rendering a rectangle:

```javascript
ctx.rect(20,20,150,100);
```

This code snippet is not generalizable, nor does it show any coordination in the use of the API (it isn’t even executable). To show coordination in use of the API (and make it more executable), a more extended example might be:

```javascript
var c = document.getElementById("myCanvas");
var ctx = c.getContext("2d");
ctx.rect(20,20,150,100);
ctx.stroke();
```

This demonstrates coordinated use of the canvas element, the drawing context for that element, the specification of a rectangle path, and the rendering of that path. However, it does not explain any of these parts nor why they are necessary nor how it might be modified. An API usage pattern that does all these things might look like this:

```javascript
var material3 = new THREE.MeshBasicMaterial( {
    envMap: reflectCubeCamera.renderTarget.texture
} );
material3.envMap.mapping = THREE.CubeReflectedMapping;
```

Fig. 5. API usage pattern for creating a reflective material in Threejs. Used in our study.
To draw anything, first get the Canvas element in which to draw. It doesn't matter how you get it.
```javascript
var c = document.getElementById("myCanvas");
```
Each Canvas element has an object that represents a drawing context, where all drawing operations happen.
```javascript
var ctx = c.getContext("2d");
```
With a context, we can draw a rectangle. This function, however, only specifies a path for drawing.
```javascript
ctx.rect(20,20,150,100);
```
Now, we can apply a stroke to the path. We could have instead called `fill()` to fill the path with color.
```javascript
ctx.stroke();
```

What makes this API usage pattern more than just a code snippet is that it gives rationale for each part based on the API's execution facts and the concepts the API is based on (e.g., explaining why a stroke or fill is also required) and it conveys how the code might be changed to produce a related behavior (e.g., it explicitly says that a fill could have been used instead to fill in the middle of the rectangle, but also implicitly suggests through each function call that parameters might be changed to achieve different behavior).

Consider other examples from our ThreeJS scenario (Figure 2):

- To add a shape to a scene (stage B), developers must first create a Geometry and a Material, then create a Mesh object from those, and then add the Mesh object to the scene. An API usage pattern for this process would show: (i) the order in which to create objects for a Mesh, (ii) that ThreeJS can be used for adding shapes to scenes, and (iii) where to change the code to add different shapes to a scene.

- To make an object appear reflective (stage G), developers must create a CubeCamera, add it to the scene, update it (to render), then set the material of the reflective object to use the camera as an environment map with CubeReflectionMapping. For example, Figure 5 shows an API usage pattern which shows (i) the sequence of function calls for completing this task, (ii) that ThreeJS objects can be reflective, and (iii) where to change the settings of the CubeCamera.

- To animate an object, a developer must store it in a variable with a high scope, then in the callback argument of `requestAnimationFrame` (a function provided by JavaScript), they can get the current time and set the position or rotation of the object. An API usage pattern for this task would indicate: (i) that animating ThreeJS objects is possible, (ii) where to put code for animation and how the code should access the object to animate, and (iii) where and how to change the code to change how the object animates.

Prior work shows that code examples are essential to API learning, whether pseudocode that foregrounds usage rules and patterns or full executable examples [12, 21, 28, 33, 36, 38, 40, 41, 45, 51, 52]). However, evidence also shows that it is essential for API usage patterns to explain usage rules and their rationale [13] and why the API was designed in the way it was [22, 28, 31, 38]. Prior work also shows that API usage patterns are key to revealing the range of behaviors that an API makes possible. Examples define a single point in a design space, while an API usage pattern shows a range of possibilities. A developer must have a rich mapping between the behaviors that an API enables and the code that implements them in order to overcome selection barriers [21, 38].

### 3.2 Making Use of Robust API Knowledge

Now that we’ve defined the three components of robust API knowledge (see Table 1) and defined how they relate to each other (see Fig. 1), we can consider how a developer makes use of this knowledge together when working APIs. First, we will consider the perspective from which this knowledge is central, and then we will consider what happens when a piece of knowledge is missing.
3.2.1 Where this knowledge is central. We claim that from the limited perspective of an isolated developer understanding code that uses an API, considering options for using an API, and writing or modifying code that uses an API to achieve a specific behavior, concepts, facts, and patterns are central for a developer. These are not the only central components of knowledge needed though, since, for example, a developer also needs to know the underlying programming language (which has its own concepts, facts, and patterns). Many other types of relevant API knowledge (e.g., location of documentation, IDE auto-complete functions, code generators) is secondary from this perspective, aiding in learning and interacting with concepts, facts, and patterns.

Still, creating code in isolation is not the only perspective worth considering when working with APIs, and in many other situations, concepts, facts, and patterns are not sufficient. If your goal is not just to create code that would achieve a specific goal, but also to run that code, you may need to know how to install the API and execute code, requiring knowledge of things like operating systems, platforms, and configuration issues. Code is generally written to be understood by other developers, adding readability as an important part of the rationale of API usage patterns, and requiring knowledge about how to work with and communicate with other developers. APIs also exist within their own active communities. Taking an active role in these larger communities may involve needing knowledge about community standards, where to ask questions, how the API changes over time, how to report bugs or upgrade API versions.

3.2.2 When knowledge is missing. Since a developer might only be interacting with some portion of an API for a given task, it would certainly not be necessary for developers to know the near infinite number of concepts, facts, and patterns about the whole API. So, a developer can certainly go without knowing many pieces of API knowledge. Still, there will be some relevant set of concepts, facts, and patterns that, if missing, will hamper a developer in achieving their goal. Even then, if a developer is missing knowledge of a particular concept, fact, or pattern, they still might be able to infer it from the other components of API knowledge:

- **Inferring domain concepts**: A developer might look at a fact or pattern that uses a term they hadn’t known before and infer the term’s conceptual meaning.
- **Inferring execution facts**: A developer might recognize terminology used in an API element name and guess at how its output relates to the known concept. Alternatively, a developer could look at how and why an API element is used in an API usage pattern and infer some of the execution rules around inputs, outputs, and side-effects of the API element.
- **Inferring usage patterns**: A developer could take a domain concept they know around how to achieve some goal, and then use their knowledge of execution facts of the API to piece together and mentally check potential patterns of code until they successfully invent an API usage pattern they had not known before.

Still, we believe that some set of concepts, facts, and patterns are necessary for doing any particular task with an API, even if it is just a code snippet (an unexplained, not generalized API usage pattern) that is copied and pasted into code.

3.3 Evaluating our theory

Earlier we made three claims for what a successful theory of API knowledge would do (2.1), so here we evaluate our theory by those three criteria.

3.3.1 Unify prior findings on API knowledge into a coherent model. Our theory of API knowledge is not based on a single source of evidence, but on a diverse collection of prior work, not solely conducted by the authors. Our theory incorporates many previous findings: Domain concepts help developers seek and recognize relevant information [13, 21, 24, 52], understand the purpose of
code [22, 36], and decide what purpose they want new code to fulfill [21, 50]. API usage patterns demonstrate what is possible with an API [28], help developers understand how API code works together and how to coordinate API use [21, 22, 36], and encode common usage patterns and best practices [38, 43, 52]. Execution facts elucidate the details of the API structure [28], how to use API features [12, 21, 30], how to understand dependencies and relations between API features [12, 13, 30], and details of how code relates to output [21, 22]. We did not incorporate previous findings that cover API-related knowledge we explicitly exclude from our theory: initial setup of an API that involves the environment [28], how to find information about the internal and external behavior of code [21], and programmers’ misapplication of knowledge [23].

3.3.2 Capture the internal logic of how parts of API knowledge relate to each other and the role API knowledge plays in helping a programmer work with code that involves APIs. Our theory attempts to explain why concepts, facts, and patterns are central components in robust API knowledge and how those components relate to each other. We argue that in the (admittedly limited) context of an individual reading and writing (but not running) API code, concepts, facts, and patterns are some of the core components of knowledge that the developer needs. We explain the role of each component of knowledge in understanding and designing code (Table 1), and how each component relates and connects to the others (Fig. 1). Together these capture how it is that a developer knows (or fails to know) what to search for, what it means, how to adapt it, and how to fix it when it breaks.

3.3.3 Produces falsifiable claims that can be further tested. Our theory of robust API knowledge makes several falsifiable predictions. For example, we claim that knowledge of concepts, facts, and patterns together form robust API knowledge, and thus have a cumulative benefit. That is a testable hypothesis that, if false, would suggest that the interactions we claimed between these three components of knowledge may not actually occur. Another falsifiable prediction is that knowing more facts about an API’s behavior should streamline a developers’ debugging. If that were not true, it would suggest that having approximate models of API behavior at runtime a priori is not necessarily an important factor in debugging productivity.

Now that we can make testable hypotheses, the next step is to test them. Theories that produce falsifiable claims require a body of evidence in order test, refine, and potentially refute them; many are abandoned, but ultimately lead to better theories. No publication proposing a theory, as this one does, can sufficiently provide this body of evidence to support its claims. It can only begin to.

In the rest of this paper we will present a single study as a start, testing five hypotheses generated from our theory. In the study, we investigate the impact of access to concepts, facts, and patterns on productivity and comprehension. This study is just a start to validating our theory through empirical studies. More research will be necessary to further test, refine, or refute the theory’s claims.

4 STUDY: THE IMPACT OF ROBUST API KNOWLEDGE

We designed our first validation of our theory to test the effects of providing the three components of API knowledge on programmers’ attempts to understand code and adapt code. We specifically derived five hypotheses from the theory for testing:

- **H.1.a** On a task requiring API learning and use, progress will increase when participants have access to each of the three components of API knowledge.
- **H.1.b** On a task requiring API learning and use, progress will increase when participants have access to a larger number of components of knowledge.
H.2.a Learners’ self-reported comprehension of the API will increase when they have access to each of the three components of API knowledge.

H.2.b Learners’ self-reported comprehension of the API will increase when participants have access to a larger number of components of knowledge.

H.3 Participants will report value in concepts, facts, and patterns for tasks involving an API.

To test these five hypotheses, we designed a controlled laboratory experiment that presented a series of web development tasks requiring the learning and use of several different APIs in a short period of time. We recruited university students and varied participants’ access to each of the three components of knowledge in our theory. This design allowed us to begin to understand the causal impact of different components of knowledge on both task progress and self-reported comprehension.

4.1 Method

4.1.1 Recruitment. Our inclusion criteria for the study were adults with prior knowledge of JavaScript and the HTML and CSS web standards, but no prior knowledge of the APIs that they would learn in the study. We recruited by emailing students at a large public university who had recently taken a web programming class and by emailing a list of CS PhD students likely to have prior knowledge of web development. Prior to participating, we asked participants to self-report their prior knowledge of the web standards and APIs in the study. Of the 54 participants we recruited, 20 identified as female, and 34 as male. Ages ranged from 19 to 37 years old ($\mu = 21.8$). Forty-six were undergraduate participants, with 1 freshman, 19 sophomores, 21 juniors, and 5 seniors. Eight participants were doctoral students ranging from first year to fourth year.

4.1.2 Tasks. In designing tasks, we sought diverse, ecologically valid uses of APIs that reflected a developer trying to build something with an unfamiliar API. We chose four different JavaScript APIs, attempting to cover different domains of use, as well as APIs with concepts we believed our participants would likely not know. We chose the four APIs and created the following task sets for each one (see Appendix A.1, A.3, and the supplemental materials\(^3\) for more details):

- **d3.js** ([d3js.org](http://d3js.org)) is a data visualization API that requires knowledge of scalable vector graphics (SVG) and concepts related to data visualization such as marks, color theory, and data mappings. The d3.js task set asked participants to improve a visualization of known exoplanets.

- **Natural** ([NaturalNode/natural](https://github.com/NaturalNode/natural)) is a small natural language processing and information retrieval API. It requires knowledge of linguistic concepts such as syntax, stemming, and parsing. The Natural task set asked participants to add code to a stubbed-in interface, so the program would process the text of Jane Austin novels and users could see words associated with characters and search for characters by word.

- **OpenLayers** ([openlayers.org](http://openlayers.org)) is an interactive mapping API. It requires knowledge of concepts in geographic information systems such as projection, markers, and layers. The OpenLayers task set asked participants to improve an interactive map by making it be rounded, with latitude and longitude lines, country outlines, and allow users to draw on the map.

- **ThreeJS** ([threejs.org](http://threejs.org)), the 3D graphics library we described in the section 3, requires detailed knowledge of geometry, physics, and lighting. The ThreeJS task set asked participants to create a loading screen by adding a spinning, shiny ring to an ocean scene.

For each task set, we gave participants several materials and forbade them from looking for additional resources online. We created starter code and a development environment, which eliminated the need to learn how to install and configure the API. We provided a description of each

task in the task set that they were to achieve, along with instructions that their goal should not just be to solve the tasks, but to understand how the code works. Finally, we provided a code example from which they could learn the API, mimicking the discovery of an example in documentation, a blog post, or a StackOverflow answer.

The starter code for each task set ranged from a 30 line JavaScript program to make a simple map for OpenLayers to a 204 line JavaScript program to make an interface to show the results of using the Natural library. We based most of the starter code on examples that were similar to or exactly matched the examples provided in each API’s documentation, but with comments stripped out, so we could isolate the effects of the information we provided on concepts, facts, and patterns.\footnote{The main exception to this was our Natural starter code, which mostly consisted of code to load the book files and run the user interface (see Fig. 8). We commented the Natural code extensively and indicating where modifications would need to be made. This was intended to allow users to focus more on the Natural API code they would have to add to the interface and not the interface itself. Two other places comments were added were to the ThreeJS task marking “Additional code that you don’t need to worry about: creating water, animating water, creating sky, responding to resize,” and to OpenLayers indicating the code that created the Sphere Mollweide projection, which used another API (Proj).}

The example code we provided was designed to be fairly close to what the participants needed to complete the tasks, including at least one call to every API function needed to solve the tasks, but were different enough that participants could not directly copy and paste code to solve the tasks. They had to change at least some parameters of function calls to achieve correct behavior. This principle of “near match” mirrored what learners are likely to find online on sites like StackOverflow, but also made the tasks feasible to complete in the short 15 minute per API time limits.\footnote{Since we wanted our participants to work with multiple APIs and be in multiple conditions to aid in comparisons across conditions, and we wanted it to be short to make it easier to recruit for, we ended up only having 15 minutes per API.}

We also designed example code to minimize the dependence on knowledge of JavaScript, primarily relying on conditional logic, function calls, and simple object literal declarations. This ensured that participants’ progress would depend primarily on understanding of the API, and not on potentially brittle knowledge of JavaScript’s language semantics.

We piloted each task with multiple participants with sufficient prior knowledge, clarifying unclear instructions, adding missing annotations, and adapting task difficulty.

\subsection{Manipulating access to API knowledge}

The core manipulation of our experiment was varying access to our theory’s three components of API knowledge. To do this, we formatted the examples that participants received with annotations on each line of code with the three components of API knowledge. For example, when the example code referenced a concept that we believed many participants would not know (e.g., pack graph, torus), we wrote a definition, generally based on Wikipedia or Wiktionary (Figure 3 shows an example of one of these definitions). For API usage patterns, we looked for multiple lines of code that we judged to work together to achieve some purpose, and created a commented code template that represented the usage pattern (Figure 5 shows an example template).\footnote{While the example code we gave participants are partial API usage patterns, they lack specific mentions of where parameterization can be made and any rationale behind the design of the example.} For each line of example code calling a function, we created function descriptions to teach execution facts about the function’s behavior (Figure 4 shows an example description of a function’s execution facts). We generally pulled facts directly from the official documentation, though we removed info on parameters not used in the code from some functions to reduce the annotation length, especially for functions that had dozens of options like ThreeJS’s MeshPhongMaterial. In annotating the example code, we focused on explaining the whole example code, instead of limiting ourselves to just the annotations relevant to the tasks (we didn’t want the annotation highlights to only be on the parts they needed, otherwise the highlights might provide hints separate from the annotations). We created these annotations ourselves and the only
validation we did for the quality of the annotations was by piloting the task sets. This piloting involved having several individuals (not included in the study) try a draft of the experiment with a researcher observing and asking about difficulties or confusions after. Based on this piloting we made some modifications and additions to the annotations to improve them. For example, after seeing pilot users express difficulty comprehending the initial definition of n-grams, we added example n-grams to the definition.

Figure 6 shows the interface we created to present the code example and its annotations. The tool highlighted code that had annotations and when participants hovered over the highlights or clicked on them, the right panel showed the relevant annotations. For example, in Figure 6, the `Graticule` code is selected and annotations are shown for the concept of a Graticule, the template for creating a map with a Graticule, and the facts about the `Graticule` constructor. For times where we gave participants no annotations, none of the code was highlighted and annotation area said, “No annotations provided for this task”. Our goal in allowing participants to select code and see the annotations relevant to it was to reduce the time and effort spent on information retrieval, that way we could see better the effect of the information itself. The tool allowed us to hide or show annotations by knowledge components so that we could test which type of annotations had which benefits to participants in different experimental conditions.

We tested the effect of the different knowledge components by changing which annotations were visible for which API task sets to participants. Each participant had one API task set with no annotations, one with one annotation type, one with two annotation types, and one with all three annotation types. We counterbalanced which annotations they had and for which API task sets to randomize any learning affects that occurred between tasks Table 7 shows our various counterbalanced conditions, following a Latin square pattern. We assigned each participants a

---


8 Some participants saw a mislabeled fact which we fixed for future participants. When we tried including it in our statistical models it was never a statistically significant factor, so we exclude it from all models reported in this paper.
condition number. We continued adding participants even after the initial 48 (twice for each condition) to increase the amount of data we had to work with for a total of 54 participants. While adding those extra participants, we gave some conditions where there had been a technical difficulty in some of the task sets so that we would have two complete sets of data for each task set (we still used the partial data from the people who had technical difficulties). For each participant we also assigned them a random order of API task sets and a random vertical display order of the annotation types (for when there were more than one type).

Participants were told not use any other resources to complete the task sets. Researchers scanned the room every few minutes to ensure people were on task and not using other resources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cond.</th>
<th>Annotations Types Available for API Task Set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>None, Natural, OpenLayers, Three.js</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C, C-T, None, C-T-F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C-T, C-T-F, None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>C-T-F, None, C-T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>None, C, C-T-F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>C, C-T, None, C-T-F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>C-T-F, None, C-T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>C-T-F, None, C-F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>None, T, C-T-F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>T, C-T, None, C-T-F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>C-T, C-T-F, T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>C-T-F, None, C-T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>None, T, C-T-F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>T, T-F, None, C-T-F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>T-F, C-T-F, T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>C-T-F, None, T-F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>None, F, C-T-F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>F, C-T-F, None, C-F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>C-F, C-T-F, F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>C-T-F, None, C-F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>None, T-F, C-T-F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>F, T-F, None, C-T-F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>T-F, C-T-F, F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>C-T-F, None, T-F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. The 24 counterbalanced conditions of API and annotations available used our study.

4.1.4 Procedure. At the start of the two-hour session, we gave each participant a $30 Amazon gift card for their participation and an option to leave their email address for a copy of the full solutions after the study was complete.

When participants arrived, we gave each a consent form and a survey including questions on how many programming languages and programming libraries they had learned, as well as a rating of their confidence in debugging JavaScript in Chrome. We then gave them instructions that described how the setup of the coding environment (including the Cloud9 IDE) and the three components of core API knowledge which they would see in annotations. We then gave them a sample task to work on using a fifth API (slickGrid) that included annotated example code, so they could get used to navigating our setup. We told them that when it was time to work on the different API task sets, to complete as many tasks as they could in order (see Appendix A.3 for survey and instructions).

For each API task set, we gave participants 15 minutes to complete as many tasks as they could, making a backup copy of their JavaScript file every time they completed a task. After the 15 minutes, we told them to stop working and gave them four minutes to rate their understanding of the code. We then gave them another four minutes to hand-write answers to two open ended questions described in section. Details of our measurements, analysis and results are next in section.

4.2 Analysis and Results

Below, after discussing measuring prior knowledge, we discuss the influence of annotations on task set progress (section 4.2.2) and on perceived understanding (section 4.2.3), then we discuss the attitudes that participants reported toward the annotations (section 4.2.4).

4.2.1 Measuring prior knowledge. To control for prior knowledge in our models and to assess inclusion criteria, and guided by evidence that people can somewhat reliably estimate their programming experience [14], we used three self-reported measures of programming experience: First, we asked participants to approximate the number of programming languages they had learned and

9Data and scripts are in the supplemental materials and at https://github.com/kylethayer/API-Knowledge-Theory-Supplemental-Materials
select one of the following: (1, 2-4, 5-9, 10+). The purpose of this question was to gauge general experience working with different types of code. We expected more diverse programming experience to lead to faster reading, understanding, and writing of code. Second, we asked participants to approximate the number of APIs they had learned as one of the following: (1, 2-4, 5-9, 10+). We expected more experience learning APIs to help participants learn new APIs more quickly because they may have encountered concepts, patterns, or facts similar to ones in the study. Third, we asked participants to rate their confidence in debugging JavaScript in the Chrome web browser on a seven-point Likert-scale, as participants would be able to use the Chrome debugger.

4.2.2 The Effects of Annotations on Task Set Progress (H.1.a and H.1.b).

Measuring task progress. As participants worked on their task sets, Cloud9 stored a history of their edits and saves. We had participants mark a task when they thought they had completed it, but we wanted to judge their work for ourselves. Since the tasks in the API task sets were challenging and often involved multiple changes to the code, we identified the necessary subtasks to solve each task (Fig. 8 and 9). We then rated how many of these subtasks were complete in participants’ final code as well as two saves prior (in case they had just done something to break their code right before we called time, such as deleting a line of code in preparation for rewriting it) by reading and executing the code. We then recorded the task set progress, meaning: the most subtasks completed in any of those three versions of their code.

One researcher (Kyle) rated the progress on all tasks of all users, and then another researcher (Sarah) independently rated the progress on 10%. Our inter-rater reliability check found that 64% matched exactly. The low number was mostly due to the difficulty of rating progress in d3.js (only 38% matched), where few participants found the example code related to the first task, and came up with different solutions. Specifically, there were a number of cases in d3.js where participants solved a task in a way we had not intended (by performing task 1 by just modifying the html or using plain JavaScript instead of the d3.js library to add the title), or not finishing one task before moving on to the next. We excluded these from our d3.js task progress analysis and the researchers re-rated the progress rating jointly for the remaining d3.js participants. For the other three libraries, 79% progress ratings matched exactly and 93% were within one subtask. We additionally had one researcher rate completion of tasks 1.4, 1.5, and 1.7 in ThreeJS for subtask analysis and when we had another researcher do the same for 10% of participants, there was 100% agreement.

Models of Task Progress. In order to measure the effects of providing annotations of the different knowledge components on task set progress we created models for each API. The unit of analysis was a participant / API pair. We excluded 3 participant / API pairs where there was a technical difficulty, and we excluded 16 participant / API pairs for the participants who solved part of the d3.js task set without using d3.js. That left us a total of 187 participant / API pairs. After those exclusions, we had only one participant with no task set progress with any API. The other 52 participants all made progress on at least two APIs. Of the 187 participant / API pairs, 27 made no progress and no participant finished the whole task set for any API. There were therefore no ceiling effects and only moderate floor effects on our progress measure.

To build our model, we used task set progress as the dependent variable, and presence of concepts, facts, and patterns, and how many previous programming languages (PLs) learned, how many previous programming libraries (APIs) learned, and their confidence debugging JavaScript in

---

10 We later realized we should have clarified whether HTML and CSS counted as programming languages.
11 We later realized we should have included 0 in number of APIs.

Table 2. Ordinal regression model for task set progress in each API, testing the role of the types of annotations available to participants (H.1.a).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>d3.js</th>
<th>Natural</th>
<th>OpenLayers</th>
<th>ThreeJS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has concept</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>0.17**</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has pattern</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.025**</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has fact</td>
<td>-0.63</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Learned PLs (linear)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Learned PLs (quad.)</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Learned APIs (linear)</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>.034**</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Learned APIs (quad.)</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>-0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Learned APIs (cubic)</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>.069</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debug confidence (linear)</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debug confidence (quad.)</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debug confidence (cubic)</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>-0.96</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debug confidence (†)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>.025**</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debug confidence (†)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Ordinal regression model for task set progress in each API, testing the role of the number of annotations available to participants (H.1.b).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>d3.js</th>
<th>Natural</th>
<th>OpenLayers</th>
<th>ThreeJS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Annotation Types: 1</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Annotation Types: 2</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Annotation Types: 3</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>-0.55</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Learned PLs (linear)</td>
<td>-0.80</td>
<td>-0.64</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Learned PLs (quad.)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>-0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Learned APIs (linear)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>.047*</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Learned APIs (quad.)</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Learned APIs (cubic)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>.071</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debug confidence (†)</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debug confidence (†)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debug confidence (†)</td>
<td>-1.92</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>.088</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debug confidence (†)</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debug confidence (†)</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>-0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chrome as our independent variables. Since our dependent variable (task set progress) was ordinal we used proportional odds logistic regression models. We then calculate 95% confidence level p-values from the t-values and the degrees of freedom.

For overall progress on task sets, certain components of knowledge helped on certain task sets, some components of knowledge hurt, and others appeared to have no effect (Table 2). In order to make sense of these apparently contradictory results about whether annotations were beneficial or not, we consider several factors and specifics in section 4.2.5. For now, we will report the results we found.

We found significant differences in the following cases: concepts decreased progress in the d3.js task set ($\beta = -2.6$, $p < .017$); patterns improved progress in the d3.js task set ($\beta = 2.1$, $p < .023$); patterns improved progress in the Natural task set ($\beta = 2.3$, $p < .007$); facts hurt progress in the Natural task set ($\beta = -2.3$, $p < .012$); and facts hurt progress in the OpenLayers task set ($\beta = -1.5$, $p < .027$). We also found that number of previously learned APIs had a significant positive linear correlation with task set progress in d3.js ($\beta = 2.4$, $p < .034$) and OpenLayers ($\beta = 2.2$, $p < .014$),

---

12For our dependent variables: Learned PLs, Learned APIs, and Debug Confidence, our models fits a polynomial (the polynomial has one less degree than the number of levels), resulting in a set of coefficients for each polynomial degree: linear, quadratic, cubic, etc.

13Proportional odds logistic regression models fit a set of intercepts for the dependent variable (in this case task progress), one intercept for each boundary between levels of the variable. We do not report these intercepts as we are more interested in the influences from the independent variables.

14We intended to run analyses of variance (anova) on these models to determine statistical significance (as we will later), but we ran into problems with initial values, which we could fix when directly calling the polr function in the MASS package, but we could not find a way to do this when using the Anova function from the car package.
and debugging confidence had a significant positive quartic correlation with task progress in d3.js ($\beta = 2.8, p < .028$) and a negative cubic correlation with task set progress in Natural ($\beta = -2.5, p < .032$).

In order to test the role of the number of annotation types a participant had in their task set progress, we created proportional odds logistic regression models for each API, as before. Instead of having independent variables for the presence of each knowledge components, we had a categorical variable for the number of annotation types.

We only found two instances where the number of annotations significantly influenced task set progress (Table 3): having all three significantly increased task progress with ThreeJS ($\beta = 2.5, p < .016$) and having one (as opposed to 0) significantly decreased progress in OpenLayers ($\beta = -1.8, p < .025$). The correlations with number of PLs learned, APIs learned, and debugging confidence correlated in similar ways to before.

Whereas the analysis above considered overall task set progress, some of our tasks had clear bottlenecks. We therefore chose specific subtask bottlenecks (refer to Figs. 8, 9) to investigate further. We based our choice of bottlenecks on visual examination of where it appeared that one of the annotation types had made a difference (biasing our results toward significant differences, but highlighting the impact of robust API knowledge) and also on whether the amount of data we had for those steps allowed for analysis. This resulted in five bottlenecks from three of the APIs (potential bottlenecks in d3 weren’t clear enough or had insufficient data):

- **Natural N-Gram Subtask** (completed task 1.1): This subtask was to start modifying how close words should be to a character’s name to be considered. This involved changing a call to the `trigram()` function to a call to the `ngram()` function.

- **Natural TF-IDF Subtask** (completed task 2.1, for those who finished task 1): This subtask was to start grouping text together and find words that were relatively more common in different sets. This involved using the `tfidf` functionality.

- **OpenLayers Graticule Subtask** (completed task 2.1, for those who finished task 1): This task was to start adding latitude and longitude lines; this required the `Graticule` constructor.

- **ThreeJS Torus Subtask** (completed task 1.5, for those who finished task 1.1-1.4): This subtask consisted of correctly choosing the `TorusGeometry` constructor to create a shape like the one in the example.

- **ThreeJS Torus Params Subtask** (1.7, for those who finished task 1.5): This subtask consisted of making the Torus look smooth by putting a large number in the fourth parameter of `TorusGeometry` constructor to increase the `tubularSegments`.

For each of these bottlenecks we removed participants who had not made it to the step before the bottleneck, and then we built a similar proportional odds logistic regression models for each API, as before, though we now use analysis of variance (anova) to compute statistical significance. The unit of analysis was a participant / bottleneck pair and our dependent variable was a Boolean measure of whether the participant passed the subtask bottleneck. We used the same independent variables as we did for overall task set progress.

Table 4 shows the resulting models for each of these bottlenecks. We found that on the Natural N-Gram subtask (1.1), patterns (which showed how various blocks of the example code worked, though there were no patterns on N-Gram use in the example code) helped the participants make task set progress ($\chi^2(1, N = 54) = 11.7, p < .0006$), while facts (which showed parameters for the n-gram methods, though didn’t explain the meaning of n-grams) hurt progress there ($\chi^2(1, N = 54) = 14, p < .0002$). On the Natural TF-IDF subtask (2.1), we found that concepts (which included a definition of TF-IDF) trended (though not significantly) toward helping participants make progress ($\chi^2(1, N = 30) = 3.5, p < .063$). On the OpenLayers Graticule subtask (1.1) we
Table 4. Anova for ordinal regression of task set progress by API for specific task / subtask progress. Note that these were chosen based on appearance of annotations making difference based on visual inspection, so the p values are artificially biased toward significance.

also found that concepts (which included a definition of graticule) also helped participants make progress ($\chi^2(1, N = 45) = 8.7, p < .003$). On the ThreeJS Torus subtask (1.5), we found that concepts (which included the definition of Torus shown in Fig. 3) helped participants make progress ($\chi^2(1, N = 47) = 5.4, p < .02$). Finally, on the ThreeJS Torus Params subtask (1.7), we found that facts (which included the parameters of TorusGeometry shown in Fig. 4) helped participants make progress ($\chi^2(1, N = 36) = 30, p << .0001$), while patterns hurt progress ($\chi^2(1, N = 36) = 8.5, p < .004$). We did not find that the number of APIs previously learned had any significant influence on these specific bottlenecks.

4.2.3 The Effects of Annotations on Perceived Understanding (H.2.a and H.2.b).

Measuring Understanding. To measure how well participants learned the API at the end of their task set, we chose to measure their perceived understanding of the example code, since that code was still the same for all participants at the end of the task set and included many calls to the APIs. After each task set we gave participants a paper copy of the example code, and for each substantive line of code (we marked these for them), to rate their agreement with the statement “I understand what this line does and its purpose in the larger program.”

In our pilot studies we tried some other measurements of understanding that didn’t work as well as we hoped. We tried having participants write comments on the example code, but that was slow and hard to evaluate. We also tried asking participants to separately rate both how well they thought they understood what the line does, and how well they understood the line’s larger purpose in the program, but participants found it confusing and difficult to answer.

In our pilot studies we tried some other measurements of understanding that didn’t work as well as we hoped. We tried having participants write comments on the example code, but that was slow and hard to evaluate. We also tried asking participants to separately rate both how well they thought they understood what the line does, and how well they understood the line’s larger purpose in the program, but participants found it confusing and difficult to answer.

In our pilot studies we tried some other measurements of understanding that didn’t work as well as we hoped. We tried having participants write comments on the example code, but that was slow and hard to evaluate. We also tried asking participants to separately rate both how well they thought they understood what the line does, and how well they understood the line’s larger purpose in the program, but participants found it confusing and difficult to answer.
Models of Understanding. In order to measure the effects of providing annotations of the different knowledge components on perceived understanding, we created models for each API task set. The unit of analysis was an individual line’s understanding ratings. Since some participants did not finish line ratings (or missed some), we excluded data on lines that more than 10% of participants did not rate. We used line knowledge rating as the dependent variable and our independent variables were the presence of concepts, the presence of patterns, the presence of facts, number of programming languages previous learned, how many previous programming libraries (APIs) the participant said they had learned, and debugging confidence. We also set line number as a random effect to account for us asking each participant about multiple lines. We used a cumulative link mixed models since the dependent variable (line knowledge rating) was ordinal and we had a random effect (line number). We then ran analyses of variance on these models to determine statistical significance.

We found a number of cases where each of concepts, facts and patterns (ignoring whether the other ones were present) either increased or decreased perceived understanding in the four different API task sets (Table 5). Again, we consider several factors and specifics that may explain these apparently contradictory results in section 4.2.5. We found that concepts increased perceived understanding in ThreeJS ($\chi^2(1, N = 1927) = 23, p < .0001$), and decreased perceived understanding in Natural ($\chi^2(1, N = 1334) = 6.3, p < .01$) and OpenLayers ($\chi^2(1, N = 1850) = 13, p < .0002$). Patterns increased perceived understanding in d3.js ($\chi^2(1, N = 1391) = 9.0, p < .003$), and Natural ($\chi^2(1, N = 1334) = 32, p << .0001$), and decreased perceived understanding in OpenLayers ($\chi^2(1, N = 1850) = 15, p < .0001$). Facts increased perceived understanding in ThreeJS ($\chi^2(1, N = 1927) = 4.4, p < .04$) and decreased perceived understanding in d3.js ($\chi^2(1, N = 1391) = 5.8, p < .02$). We also found that number of previously learned programming languages always had an effect and was generally a positive one. Number of previously learned programming libraries was a positive factor in OpenLayers ($\chi^2(1, N = 1391) = 9.0, p < .003$) and Natural ($\chi^2(1, N = 1334) = 32, p < .0001$), and decreased perceived understanding in d3.js ($\chi^2(1, N = 1391) = 5.8, p < .02$).
learned APIs, and debugging confidence were also always significant, but whether it correlated with more or less perceived understanding was inconsistent.

To test the role of the number of annotation types a participant had in their perceived understanding, we created a cumulative link mixed model for each API task set as before. We had a categorical independent variable for the number of annotation types instead of the presence of annotation type. Everything else about the model was the same as before.

We found that having more than zero annotations often improved understanding, but understanding wasn’t necessarily improved when there were more than one type present (Table 6). For all four models, the number of annotations was significant: d3.js ($\chi^2(3, N = 1391) = 61, p < .0001$), Natural ($\chi^2(3, N = 1334) = 38, p < .0001$), OpenLayers ($\chi^2(3, N = 1850) = 52, p < .0001$), and ThreeJS ($\chi^2(3, N = 1927) = 18, p < .0004$). In d3.js, having one or two annotation types showed an improvement in understanding, but having three annotation types decreased understanding. In Natural, having one, two, or three annotation types all showed improvement in understanding, but having three showed the least improvement. In OpenLayers, having one, two, or three annotation types showed decreased understanding, and more so with each additional annotation type. In ThreeJS, having one, two, or three annotation types all showed improvement in understanding, and more so with each additional annotation type. The fact that we saw relatively smaller coefficients for having three annotation types with three of the APIs, points to the possibility that at some point information became overwhelming for our participants, as we’ll see below in 4.2.4.

4.2.4 Developers’ Attitudes Toward Annotations (H3). To test our hypothesis that participants would perceive value in the three components of knowledge, after each task set we asked participants: “What information or strategies did you find most helpful?” and “What additional information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API</th>
<th># Annotation types: 1</th>
<th># Annotation types: 2</th>
<th># Annotation types: 3</th>
<th>Learned PLs (linear)</th>
<th>Learned APIs (linear)</th>
<th>Learned APIs (quad.)</th>
<th>Learned APIs (cubic)</th>
<th>Debug confidence (linear)</th>
<th>Debug confidence (quad.)</th>
<th>Debug confidence (cubic)</th>
<th>Debug confidence ($)</th>
<th>Debug confidence ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d3.js</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>df</td>
<td>$\chi^2$</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>df</td>
<td>$\chi^2$</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>&lt;.0001***</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>&lt;.0001***</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenLayers</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>&lt;.0001***</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>&lt;.0001***</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThreeJS</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>&lt;.0001***</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>-7.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>&lt;.0001***</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Ordinal mixed model regression model and anova for perceived understanding in each API, testing the role of the number of annotations available to participants (H.2.b).
would you have wanted?” These questions also allow us to identify other types of knowledge not in our theory. Participants wrote their answers by hand and we transcribed these for analysis.

One researcher started with codes for the three components of knowledge from our theory, and then did open coding to produce codes for additional knowledge and strategies, and how students valued those (code book in A.2). We combined codes for the answers to the two questions to produce a set of codes for each participant/API pair. Once we finished coding, we had another researcher independently coded 10% according to the code book, and we found that 78% of codes matched.

We will report the results of our coding along with specific comments below. We will first report on annotations, including comments on each knowledge components, and then we will report on other sources of information. When reporting below, we select quotes from the comments that were more informative, since most lacked any details (e.g., “The concept information is helpful” P67, d3.js; “I would like three.js documentation” P26, ThreeJS).

Concepts. When participants were given concept annotations, they often reported them being useful (27 participant/API pairs out of 106), while none commented on the concept annotations being useless or of little help. Those who gave details as to how concept annotations were useful mentioned two ways they helped. P32 and P42 used concepts to figure out which function to call; P32 referred to ThreeJS Torus subtask, saying, “Having pictures under the geometry helped me find the correct shape,” and P42 referred to the OpenLayers Graticule subtask, saying, “‘graticule’ was an unfamiliar word that I didn’t find until control-F ing for ‘latitude’ [and finding the definition of Graticule].” P33, on the other hand, found concepts helpful for remembering in the Natural task set, saying, “I thought the concepts were really helpful since I sort of forgot what n-grams were.”

Some participants who had concept annotations wanted more or better definitions (13 participant/API pairs out of 106). For example, P4 wanted additional concept explanations in the OpenLayers task set, some related to the tasks, some not, saying they wanted, “What some of the codes meant (ESRI, ESPG, etc.). More defined words (ex: extent, worldextent, Projection, Stroke, etc.)” Others wanted clearer definitions, such P14 with the Natural task set, asking for “a more thorough explanation of tfidf (how it works, different applications, etc.).”

When participants were without concept annotations, they often reported wanting concept definitions (34 participant/API pairs out of 108). For example, in ThreeJS, P43 suggested specific concept annotations that we had given to others, saying they wanted “general information about what shapes I could make and the names of those shapes (possibly pictures with corresponding names).” Similarly P61 in the Natural task set, suggested an annotation we showed other participants, saying, “It would have been more useful to have an explanation of what TFIDF is used for and what you may want to learn from using it.”

API usage patterns. When participants were given API usage pattern annotations (in the form of templates), they often reported them being useful (23 participant/API pairs out of 108). For example, P67 said the pattern for adding an object to the was scene helpful in ThreeJS, but didn’t specify how. Two participants were a little more specific with how patterns helped: P30 in d3.js said, “I also liked having a template to work off of” and P35 in ThreeJS said, ‘Template also provides a general grasp on the structure of the code.’

Only a few participants who had pattern annotations wanted more or better patterns (4 participant/API pairs out of 108). For example, P16, in d3.js, was confused by an italicized term tagName in the pattern (we intended this to indicate that an HTML or SVG tag name belonged in that spot), and P54 in OpenLayers wanted a pattern that more clearly laid out how to solve task 4.

A few more participants who had pattern annotations commented on the pattern being useless or of little help (6 participant/API pairs out of 108). Among those who said they did not find patterns helpful, P60 in Natural did not solve the first task (for which there was no helpful pattern) saying,
“I wasn’t able to use templates much because I was still struggling to figure out [task 1]” and P61 had trouble making sense of some details in the patterns in d3.js, though they had all annotations available, saying, “The template annotations were not very helpful because I did not understand the classes and methods, though the comments in the templates were helpful.”

When without pattern annotations, some participants reported wanting pattern information (10 participant/API pairs out of 106). Of those 10, 9 used the term “template” (as we had in the instructions and interface) in saying what they wanted. For example P23 in ThreeJS requested a pattern showing how to make an object reflective (a task they did not complete), a pattern we gave to others, and P33 in ThreeJS requested a pattern for how to add an object to a scene (a task they completed), again, a pattern we gave to others.

The code examples themselves can also be considered as partial patterns (not parameterized and without explicit rational), but we will cover that in its own section below.

**Facts.** When participants were given fact annotations, they often reported them being useful (26 participant/API pairs out of 108). For example, in Natural, P33 said, “I was able to complete the first task once I found the .ngrams(string, # of words).” Another participant, P38, in ThreeJS (without clarifying for which task), said, “It was SUPER helpful to have a the explanation of each individual parameter for a given annotations so you could figure out what to change to make it work.”

Many participants who had fact annotations wanted more or better facts (38 participant/API pairs out of 108). For example, P18 in ThreeJS wanted more than the written description we provided, saying, “[I would want] the illustration and effects for the parameters in function call. I wasted a lot of time on learning how to make a perfect circle the ‘TorusGeometry.’” P16, on the other hand, wanted a detail we didn’t include in the fact annotation, which they needed in OpenLayers task 3.7, saying “I’m not sure how to set color in hex ‘#3399cc’, so I used rgba [instead].”

Only three participants who had fact annotations commented on the facts being useless or of little help (out of 108 participant/API pairs): P21 in Natural pointed out an error in one of our fact annotation relevant to task 1, P4 in d3.js said, “facts were not very useful w/o the templates”, and P7 in d3.js had trouble with getting relevant facts through the interface.

When lacking fact annotations, participants reported wanting them (58 participant/API pairs out of 106). Of those 58, one used the term “fact” in saying what they wanted; the other 57 asked for something we consider a fact. For example, P6 in d3.js wanted fact annotations matching what we gave others: “[I would want] descriptions of each d3.js function (ex: d3.json, d3.hierarchy).” P57 talked about their difficulty in completing ThreeJS tasks 1.5-1.7: “[I want] actual documentation of the Torus constructor - default initialization with 1 argument was all that was present in the example code. I had to guess to find the inner radius, and was unable to locate the parameter for number of segments.”

**Annotations in combination.** Two participants mentioned how the the annotation types worked together: P4 was already quoted (“facts were not very useful w/o the templates”). P61 commented on two API task sets: in OpenLayers saying, “The templates and example code gave enough information where I didn’t suffer too much from a ‘what can I type?’ issue, but they didn’t explain meaning at all,” and in d3.js, saying, “The facts were helpful, but they used terms I did not understand.”

All the code, instructions, and annotations could be overwhelming as well, especially when participants only had 15 minutes to work with each API. Eight API/participant pairs mentioned there being too much information on the screen (1 had 1 annotation type, 4 had two annotation types and 3 had all 3), saying the information cluttered the screen, was intimidating, or that they wanted shorter descriptions. Two participants wanted the annotations in a different order (something we randomized): P47 in Natural didn’t want concepts at the bottom, and the P23 in d3.js didn’t like that facts and concepts “were buried under templates.” In addition, 12 API/participant pairs mentioned that time was a limiting factor or that they wanted more time.
Example Code (partial API usage patterns). We already reported the comments on pattern annotations, but the code examples we gave participants may be considered partial API usage patterns. This example code we gave them is like information they might find online, which sometimes does not include comments or information about parameterization.

In many task sets, participants mentioned that they made use of the example code or found it useful (115 participant/API pairs of 214). Participants said they used example code in several ways:

- Seventeen API/participant pairs mentioned copying-and-pasting code from the example. For example, P13 in OpenLayers said, “The first task was essentially copy & paste. Without understanding why it work or what it was doing in depth.” In contrast, P24 mentioned modifying the code that was copied-and-pasted while working on ThreeJS task 1, “Copying the example code to my JS program, which I knew would produce some specific shape, and then playing around with parameters for shape and material construction to try and get my desired result.”
- Participants were sometimes able to infer information from the example code. For example, four participants compared code from the two example maps in OpenLayers, which showed different input construction (implying API usage patterns), and the effects of those inputs (implying facts). Additionally, there were 12 mentions of variable or function names being useful. These may have helped participants infer concepts or facts about the API, such as P21 in d3.js, saying, “Some names in the source code were helpful to make educated guesses about how I might complete a task (i.e. "r" probably having something to do with a radius).” There were also six mentions of wanting better variable or function names, such as P51 in d3.js saying, “Info regarding poorly-named vars (‘g’ in particular) would have been nice as well.”
- Some participants mentioned wanting more from examples (35 participants/API pairs of 214), such as P32 asking for another example map in OpenLayers, P20 wanting example code closer to the task, or P69 wanting to modify and test the example code in d3.js and ThreeJS.
- Two participants said example code with no annotations and a brittle understanding was limiting. P61 in ThreeJS, said, “Comparing to the example code was useful for duplicating exactly what it did. I found it very difficult to extend the example code to something new [emphasis original].” and P19 in ThreeJS said they did not “know how to do anything outside of the given example. Could only replicate shapes and change values, not make new shapes.”
- Other Sources of Information. There were a number of other places participants found information: Five participant/API pairs mentioned using previous conceptual knowledge, such as P7 in Natural saying, “I already knew about TF&IDF because we implemented it in [a CS course],” and P57 in ThreeJS saying, “[I used] prior knowledge of scene graph-based rendering scheme.” Two participant/API pairs mentioned how they didn’t have prior conceptual knowledge, such as P21 in OpenLayers saying, “It may have helped if I were more familiar with maps.” Nine participants also mentioned JavaScript or other web programming knowledge: one said it helped that the starter code for the Natural API was familiar; eight wanted more, all of them when working with d3.js, such as P11, saying, “[The] API requires really strong pre-requisite knowledge of JavaScript as it was hard to grasp.”

Another way participants gleaned information was through experimentation. There were 48 mentions of experimentation (out of 214 participants/API pairs), such as P4 in d3.js, saying what they found useful was, “modifying parts of my code and checking what the result was,” or P18 in Natural saying the strategy they used was “print debugging.”

Finally, one participant (P23) said they figured out the TorusGeometry parameters (facts) without the annotations by taking the exceptional step of examining the minified ThreeJS source code.

\(^{16}\)“g” is the SVG tag name for a group, which is passed in to d3.js to tie SVG elements together.
4.2.5 Discussion. Table 7 summarizes the results of our regression models for annotation types from our study. Overall we found support for our hypotheses, with several exceptions:

- **H.1.a**: For many tasks, access to information about concepts, facts, and patterns was associated with more progress, but for others, it was associated with less.
- **H.1.b**: Annotations only showed a cumulative positive effect in one API (ThreeJS) where more annotation types meant more progress.
- **H.2.a**: For many tasks, access to information about concepts, facts, and patterns was associated with increased perceived understanding of the API, but for others, it was associated with less perceived understanding.
- **H.2.b**: There were mixed results on whether there was a cumulative effect: one API (ThreeJS) had improvements with each additional annotation type present, OpenLayers had detriments with each additional annotation type. The other two showed reduced benefits when all three were present.
- **H.3**: Participants’ sentiments toward the annotations were largely positive, and when participants lacked a particular component of knowledge, many expressed wanting it. However, they also indicated not understanding some annotations, and when having multiple annotations, feeling overwhelmed trying to understand them during the short 15-minute tasks.

When trying to interpret these results, particularly where annotations reduced progress or perceived knowledge, we are aware of a number of limitations with our study design. For example, the only control on the quality of the annotations was feedback from the pilot experiment. We also provided more annotations than participants needed (so the highlights showing where annotations were didn’t act as a separate clue), but since we didn’t measure what participants looked at, we don’t know how much attention participants paid to irrelevant annotations. Additionally, which annotations were relevant changed with each subtask participants worked on, though the interface stayed the same. It is therefore likely that some participants might have even spent time reading an annotation that would have been useful on a later subtask that the participant never got to. The annotations themselves could be long and it might only be one detail that was relevant to the task.

We also observed several factors with specific API task sets that help interpret these findings:

- **d3.js**: Task 1 depended on finding the code that added text at the bottom of the example code. The participants had to scroll down and many likely missed it (e.g., P61 said, “Now I see there is an example for the first task. I needed to scroll down and did not see it during the exercise.”). There were also no concept annotations relevant to the first task (concepts hurt progress), though there was patterns relevant to that task (patterns helped progress). There was also an important fact in the middle of a fact description (how the spacing was calculated for the circles based on the hierarchy “sum” value) which we think was difficult to notice.
- **Natural**: The starter code was long and required some effort to understand, though we tried to alleviate this by pointing participants to the right section of code. The example code was a
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bunch of calls to the API (taken from the official documentation), and we think the patterns may have helped participants to more quickly focus on code segments.

- **OpenLayers**: The example code consisted of two short examples next to each other which showed all the features needed. This seemed to be sufficient for inferring many concepts, facts, and patterns, and so other than a definition of “Graticule” for Task 2.1, additional information just slowed people down.

- **ThreeJS**: The code was long and depended on concepts that were likely less familiar (torus, specularity, Phong material, etc.). In our example TorusGeometry call, we intentionally left out the smoothing parameters that would need to be called (though we included an example of the smoothing parameter on the SphereGeometry example). To make it look right, developers needed to both choose the right shape (Torus) and modify the right parameters. This two-step process let developers mistakenly go down multiple wrong paths.

Our results provide somewhat noisy support for our hypotheses derived from our theory of robust API knowledge. We found some cases where each type provided statistically significant help, but also cases where it provided significant harm, or had no significant effect. We also learned that many participants valued the three components of knowledge, but pointed out various failings in the specific information we provided (e.g., not clear, not relevant to their task, not enough information).

This leads us to believe that these three components of knowledge can significantly impact task progress, but only the right pieces of that knowledge in the right conditions. Our results point to what these conditions might be: simply having access to concept definitions, patterns, and execution facts is not sufficient; using them fruitfully depends on getting the right piece of knowledge, the quality of instruction that teaches this knowledge, the amount of time that people have to learn it, and the ability to find that knowledge in the medium conveying it.

Future work should better control for these factors, developing higher quality instruction for each knowledge component, providing more effective ways for finding the right piece of instruction, and providing enough time for participants to acquire however much knowledge they need to learn. The results of such a study would either show clearer patterns of positive impact on API use, supporting our theory, or, if they revealed similarly inconsistent impact, suggesting there are other factors that dominate successful learning and use of APIs which our theory doesn’t account for.

5 LIMITATIONS

There are several perspectives to consider limitations from. To start with, our theory itself takes a limited perspective on what tasks it considers when it defines API knowledge (for example excluding actually running the code or working in collaboration with others), which will require complementary or alternative theories with different perspectives (such as on the process of learning an API [20]). We also only considered three of many criteria to judge our theory by, but there are others that are likely be valuable. It also will take more time and the engagement of more people and perspectives (or a negative signal of their lack of engagement) to evaluate whether this theory is useful or true.

As part of our evaluation of our theory, we tested five hypotheses based on our theory, but those five hypotheses aren’t necessarily the best representatives of our theory, and our experimental design might not be the best way to test those hypotheses. In particular, some participants complained about unclear or irrelevant code annotations, which might mean there were problems with how we wrote and presented the annotations separate from the theory. We also don’t know which annotations participants looked at and whether they found the annotations that were relevant to the tasks they were working on or not. Additionally, participants mentioned a lack of time,
and difficulty of tasks (particular with d3.js where many got stuck on the first task), so our task design could confound our results. The lack of time also complicates the focus of the participants, on whether to focus on understanding the API deeply, or quickly hacking together a fix, which are each legitimate goals in different situations, but makes generalizing our results more difficult. Additionally, we ran many statistical tests, which increases the likelihood of us finding statistically significant results by chance. Finally, the population of our study was from a large public university whose population differs in many ways from the global population of programmers or potential programmers [44].

6 DISCUSSION

6.1 Evaluations of our theory

Among the many ways a theory can be evaluated, we chose three to focus on: unifying prior findings into a coherent model, capturing internal logic and how parts relate, and producing (and testing) falsifiable claims. We have demonstrated how our theory unifies a number of previous findings (see 3.3.1) into a coherent model consisting of domain concepts, execution facts, and API usage patterns. We believe this model has clear internal logic and clear relationships between its pieces (see 3.3.2). Finally, we have made a start at testing hypotheses generated by our theory through a single user study.

In our study, we controlled access to the three components of knowledge from our theory, and we found mixed evidence for: 1) in specific situations, each component of knowledge significantly increased task progress and perceived API understanding, 2) that when these components of knowledge are lacking, people want it, and 3) that access to this knowledge is not always sufficient for progress and can be overwhelming. The mixed evidence in support of our theory, it does add nuances that demand further refinement. For example, it appears that learning concepts, facts, and patterns is not always straightforward and can be overwhelming. Finding the right piece of information at the right time is crucial, and while our study provided some mechanisms for searching, finding the right annotations still seemed difficult (at least within our limited time which gave little opportunity to learn deeply). This is consistent with prior work showing that API documentation can quickly become overwhelming and is not always easy to find when one needs to learn it [49]. This is no different from any other formal or informal learning context, where instruction needs to be tailored to a learner’s prior knowledge.

6.2 Future work

Of course, there is substantially more work to do to with this theory, both in evaluating it (more empirical studies, as well as evaluations on other criteria such as how well it aids in answering questions in the field and what questions does it generate), as well as in refining its claims. For example: How well does current API documentation fit into our categories (we have already run a second study doing this with StackOverflow [48])? How well does our theory help developers and API designers categorize API knowledge? Are there other categories of knowledge that our theory misses? Our theory claims that a lack of robust knowledge results in task difficulties and defects, and we found mixed evidence for it. Is this true, and if so, by what mechanisms does robust API knowledge prevent defects? The theory also isn’t clear on the effects of having robust knowledge of part of an API, but brittle or no knowledge of other parts. Are there cumulative benefits to having a broader knowledge base of robust knowledge about an API, or is the utility of knowledge highly task-specific? Finally, are there particular concepts, facts, and patterns about APIs that are more important than others to robust use of the API, or is it entirely task dependent? If so, why, and
what would this mean for API documentation and tools? These unanswered questions are central to building a more powerful, predictive, and explanatory theory of API learning.

6.3 Implications

If we believe the theory, it has several implications for the design of API learning materials such as documentation, tutorials, Q&A, and classroom instruction. For example, the theory suggests that documentation should at the very least contain as many concepts, facts, and patterns known to be relevant as possible. We suspect most documentation does not, hence the popularity of sites like Stack Overflow. Second, our theory suggests that what subset of concepts, facts, and patterns a developer needs to know is highly-task dependent, suggesting that media like API documentation are rarely going to be structured in a way that optimally supports learning, both because they only offer one structure, and because their content is written to one level of prior knowledge. Media like tutorials, question answering sites, or even entirely new tools that attempt to retrieve and present relevant knowledge for a task and for a specific learner’s prior knowledge are likely to be much more effective. Recent proposals for on-demand documentation [39], tools that have begun to automatically extract code patterns and their alternatives (e.g., [15]), and program analyses that can automatically extract execution facts about API behavior (e.g., [18], [53]), point the way to a future in which people learning an API can get exactly the knowledge they need for any given task. Our theory can help generate additional ideas for future tools, while also explaining how current tools do and do not support learning.

Until that future comes, our theory has also several implications for practice. Every day, millions of students, end-user programmers, and professional developers are encountering new APIs, trying to learn and use them productively. In the absence of great learning materials, learners try different strategies that can be related to our theory (e.g., opportunistic learners might be taking a API usage pattern first strategy, while systematic programmers might be taking a concept and fact first strategy [6, 7, 28]). By recognizing how their learning relates to our theory, learners could consider increase their awareness of the strengths and weaknesses of their strategy and make appropriate adjustments to gain all the knowledge they will end up needing or consider alternative strategies entirely.

Together, advances in practitioners’ strategies for learning and in our ability to generate API learning materials that teach the knowledge that learners need, could result in a world with much lower barriers to learning a new API. In this world, not only would humanity be able to create more with APIs, but API designers would be able to change them more rapidly. We hope our theory can be a guide to the research and development needed to achieve this future.
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A SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

A.1 Study Task Descriptions

On the next two pages are a summary of the tasks we gave to participants in our study, along with the subtasks we used to evaluate the participants’ progress.
Fig. 8. Task sets for d3.js and Natural APIs. Shows the output of the starter code participants were given, the final output they were asked to produce, and the output of the example code they were given as a reference. Task text participants were given are in bold (intermediate goal images were shown with some tasks, but are not shown here). The subtasks that were used by researchers to measure progress are in light typeface between the tasks. Subtasks used as bottlenecks (section 4.2.2) are highlighted with a star.
Fig. 9. Task sets for OpenLayers and Threejs APIs. Shows the output of the starter code participants were given, the final output they were asked to produce, and the output of the example code they were given as a reference. Task text participants were given are in bold (intermediate goal images were shown with some tasks, but are not shown here). The subtasks that were used by researchers to measure progress are in light typeface between the tasks. Subtasks used as bottlenecks (section 4.2.2) are highlighted with a star.
A.2 Participant Comment Qualitative Coding Codebook

To code the participant comments, we created codes based on the category (and sometimes sub-category) of what a participant was referring to, as well as a set of modifiers for how they were talking about the category.

A.2.1 Modifier Codes.

- **U (Useful or Used):** A participant mentioned something being useful or mentioned using something. Generally, responses to our question, "What information or strategies did you find most helpful?" fall into this category. E.g., "The most helpful thing here was just messing with the code" (P46, Natural).

- **W (Wanted):** A participant mentioned something they wanted to have but didn’t. Generally, responses to our questions, "What additional information would you have wanted?" fall into this category. E.g., "I think I would’ve enjoyed more of a step by step on what exactly each line was doing" (P46, OpenLayers).

- **X (Useless or Unused):** A participant mentioned something as not being helpful or not using something. E.g., "I didn’t look at the annotations very much" (P60, OpenLayers), "Code was difficult to understand." (P19, D3)

- **Sp (Specific):** A participant mentioned a specific example that falls within one of the categories but doesn’t mention the category itself. We did not use this in our analysis.

- **∼ (Equivocating):** If a participant equivocated or moderated in their response, we added a "∼." E.g., "The annotations and examples were only relatively helpful" (P47, D3).

A.2.2 Category codes.

- **Annotations:**
  - **C (Concepts):** A mention of domain concepts or concept annotations. E.g., C-U: "The FACT and CONCEPT cards were very helpful in understanding some things such as a ‘pack’." (P29, D3). C-W-sp: "[I wanted] a more thorough explanation of tfidf (how it works, different applications, etc.)" (P14, Natural).
  - **T (Templates):** A mention of templates or API usage patterns. E.g., T-U: "The template for creating an object and add it to a scene is helpful" (P67, ThreeJS). T-W-sp: "Rather than just giving what one specific function means, but rather what the group of code does holistically (chunks) like how to append text" (P48, D3).
  - **F (Facts):** A mention of execution facts or our fact annotations. E.g., F-X: "Facts were not very useful w/o the templates" (P4, D3). F-W-sp: "Maybe [I’d want] a brief listing of the tools and functions from the library" (P1, Natural).
  - **A (Annotations):** A vague mention of annotations that we can’t deduce based on what the participant had access to for that task. E.g., A-W: "I would have liked some annotations on the example code like we had before" (P28, Natural).

- **Documentation:**
  - **TD (Task Description):** A mention of our instructions for the task. E.g., TD-U: "[I found the] clear objectives and starting point [helpful]" (P21, Natural).
  - **OD (Overview Document):** A mention of wanting an overview document, or high-level information. E.g., OD-W: "I would have wanted a high-level overview of the capabilities and features of the library. What is a vector? What is a layer? etc." (P61, OpenLayers).
  - **Tu (Tutorial, steps to do something):** A mention of a tutorial on the library or code. E.g., Tu-W: "[I would want] A tutorial on modifying maps using open layers" (P28, OpenLayers).
  - **HT (How to):** A mention of a general "how to." without us being able to categorize it more specifically. E.g., Ht-W: "[I would want] How to clear off the polygons on the map once I drew them" (P43, OpenLayers).
  - **D (documentation):** A vague mention of “documentation” or generic information by a participant. E.g., D-W: "Having more explanation into how to use the API would have been helpful" (P36, OpenLayers).

- **Programming Code:**
  - **EC (Example Code):** A mention of the example code we provided for the tasks. E.g., EC-U: "the sample code was useful especially because of having different variety of images & shapes" (P20, ThreeJS).
A.3 Study Participant Instructions

On the next six pages are the instructions that we gave to participants as they went through their tasks, including the instructions for the OpenLayers API, but removing the equivalent instructions for ThreeJS, d3.js, and Natural (the full set of instructions are in the supplemental materials and at https://github.com/kylethayer/API-Knowledge-Theory-Supplemental-Materials).
Welcome to the JavaScript Library Experiment!

Programming Experience
(These answers will be stored with your task progress and used in our analysis)

Approximately how many programming languages have you learned (that is, written at least one program in)? (Circle one)

1  2-4  5-9  10+

Approximately how many programming libraries have you learned (that is, have used at least once)? (Circle one)

1  2-4  5-9  10+

How confident do you feel debugging JavaScript in Chrome? (Circle one)

Very Uncomfortable  Very Comfortable

1  2  3  4  5  6  7

Demographic Information
(These answers will only be used for reporting summary characteristics of all participants and will be stored separately from all other data)

Age:

Gender:

Year or stage in school:

Email Updates
(Email addresses will be stored separately and will only be used emailing updates and will be stored separately from all other data)

If you would like to receive updates on the research, including full solutions to the tasks once the research is over, put your email below:

(Optional) Email:

Instructions
You will work on tasks in four different libraries. You will have 15 minutes to work on each API. Your goal while working on the tasks is not just to solve the them, but also understand how that solution works. We’ve designed the tasks to be very difficult without the expectation of anyone finishing them all or even getting close, so just complete as many as you can in order. When you complete a task, circle it with a pen. We’d also like a snapshot of your solution to each task, so when you complete a task, right click on the js file and select duplicate to make a copy and continue editing the original (see further details on the next page).

We have developed learning resources for these libraries in the form of code annotations. Depending on the task you will see the following three types of annotations:

- Concept Definitions (Concepts): General concepts used by a code library.

  ![Concept](concept.png)

- Execution and Usage Facts (Facts): Facts about how the library will run and how to make calls to the library.

  ![Fact](fact.png)

- Code Templates (Templates): Multiple lines of code that are used together to achieve some output with the library.

  ![Template](template.png)

We want to see how useful these resources are, so you can’t use any other resources like Google or Stack-Overflow. Also, please try not to read from other participants’ screens.
For each task, you will be given access to:

- The starting source code, which you will modify
- Example code, possible with some or many annotations. You may copy from this code.
- The running version of the example code

After working on each API, we will ask you how well you think you know each line of code in the example code, and ask what each line of code does. Then, when it is time to start the next task, you will minimize the left and right browser windows and begin.

After you have finished the study, do not talk about the tasks or Libraries with potential future participants until we have completed the study for everyone.

**Practice API**

You will see two browser windows open on your screen.

**Left Browser window:**
- The first tab has a JavaScript file open in cloud9. This is where you will edit files. Make sure to save them (ctrl-s) when you want to see your changes.
- The second tab has the running version of the code you are editing. On this tab use ctrl + refresh button to reload the page after you have finished editing.

**Right Browser window:**
- The first tab has annotated example code. You can click on highlighted code to view annotations for that code.
- The second tab has the running example code. Look at this to gain insights on what the example code does. Depending on the task you may have few or no annotations.

---

**Practice Tasks**

1. Click on the annotation for setting the columns variable. Scroll up and down the annotation column to see all the annotations. Click elsewhere to un-highlight the annotations.

2. Open the second tab on the right browser to see the working version of the annotation code.

3. In the task.io code, on line 4 change `name: "Country Name"` to be `name: "Another Name"`. Save the change (ctrl-s) and refresh the second tab to see the change take effect.
4) Right click on the index.js file and select duplicate to make a snapshot copy of the file.

![Map of the world](image1)

5) Tell the researcher that you are ready.

6) You can try editing the file more or reading the annotations if you want. Don’t open any other files. Otherwise, just wait until everyone is ready.

Open Layers

You are creating an interactive map on a webpage. To test if this mapping library will work for your project, you want to create a nice-looking interactive map that people can draw shapes on. You start with a map of the world:

![Map of the world](image2)

You have found example code that creates the following two maps:

![Map of the world](image3)

Tasks: (Do these in order. When you’ve finished a task, circle the number and duplicate the js file. Continue working on the original js file.)

1) Change your map to be a rounded map using the sphereMollweideProjection variable already defined. If it works, you should see ridges along the top of the map.
2) Add lines representing latitude and longitude to the map.

3) Add outlines to the countries from: https://openlayers.org/en/v4.6.4/examples/data/geojson/countries-110m.geojson (url in example code). Make sure you don’t cover the countries with any color, but just have the outlines. Those outlines should be color #3399CC and have a width of 1.5.

4) Cover the areas outside the main globe (marked with latitude/longitude lines) with white so that you just see the main oval of the earth. Don’t worry about covering the outside area perfectly, just get it close.

5) Allow users to draw shapes and modify them. Don’t let them modify the country borders or any other feature. (Use OpenLayers default colors for the drawn shapes).

6) To aide with drawing, make it so the map makes it easier to draw points along the edges and corners of countries and previously drawn shapes.
### Understand Source Code of the Example From Your Task

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>var mapl = new ol.Map();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>target = mapl;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>View: new ol.View();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>extent: [0, 0],</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>zoom: 1;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-13</td>
<td>layers: [</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-16</td>
<td>new ol.layer.Tile();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>source: new ol.source.TileWMS();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>projection: 'EPSG:4326';</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>url: '<a href="http://dens.boundlessgeo.com/pserver/wms">http://dens.boundlessgeo.com/pserver/wms</a>',</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>params: {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>'LAYERS': 'ns:NUT_90_LC_09_W_06'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>});</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-26</td>
<td>new ol.Galactic();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>map: mapl;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>});</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>var circle = new ol.geom.Circle([86,946], 346);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-32</td>
<td>var circlePoly = new ol.geom.Polygon.fromCircle(circle, 1);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>var squarePoly = new ol.geom.Polygon();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34-48</td>
<td>squarePoly.appendLineRing(new ol.geom.LineRing([[86, 96], [96, 96], [-96, -96], [-96, 96]]));</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49-51</td>
<td>var squareLineRing = squarePoly.getLineRing(0);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>squareLineRing.setStroke({});</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>new ol.stroke{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>new ol.feature{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>source: vectorSource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>});</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57-60</td>
<td>new ol.layer.Vector();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61-63</td>
<td>new ol.layer.Vector();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64-66</td>
<td>new ol.layer.Vector();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67-70</td>
<td>new ol.layer.Vector();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71-73</td>
<td>new ol.layer.Vector();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74-76</td>
<td>new ol.layer.Vector();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77-79</td>
<td>new ol.layer.Vector();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-82</td>
<td>new ol.layer.Vector();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83-85</td>
<td>new ol.layer.Vector();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86-88</td>
<td>new ol.layer.Vector();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89-91</td>
<td>new ol.layer.Vector();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92-94</td>
<td>new ol.layer.Vector();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95-97</td>
<td>new ol.layer.Vector();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98-100</td>
<td>new ol.layer.Vector();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101-103</td>
<td>proj4.defs('EPSG:33209', 'proj=aeqd +lon_0=0 +x_0=0 +y_0=0 +a=6371000 ' +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104-106</td>
<td>'+b=6371000 +units=m +proj=defa');</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107-109</td>
<td>new ol.proj.WGS84Projection = new ol.proj.Projection();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110-112</td>
<td>code: 'EPSG:33209',</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113-115</td>
<td>extent: [-18000000, -81000000],</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
var map2 = new ol.Map();

map2.setTarget('document');
map2.setProjection(ol.proj.WEBMercator());
var view = new ol.View();
view.setZoom(1);
projection = ol.proj.WEBMercator();
zoom: 1;

1) What information or strategies did you find most helpful?

2) What additional information would you have wanted?